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FAIR
A to Remember
CULTURE AFICIONADO SUE HOSTETLER BREAKS
DOWN ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH SO YOU CAN WALK
THE WALK AND TALK THE TALK.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY SARI GOODFRIEND
LAUNCHED IN 2002, Art Basel Miami Beach (ABMB) has redefined the concept of the
contemporary art fair, quickly becoming the Stateside event for the jet-setting culture crowd. The
sister to the prestigious annual show in Switzerland, ABMB doesn’t just display works of art. It
brings with it a constellation of peripheral fairs that showcase significant work from the worlds of
design, music, film, and architecture.
Oh, and did I mention the parties?
From December 6 through 9, every gallery director, curator, downtown hipster, and, well, just
about any other mover and shaker will converge on South Beach to attend this cultural orgy. Fair
officials predict this may be the biggest and baddest year to date: On hand will be 220 premier
galleries from around the globe, representing work by more than 2,000 artists—a 25 percent
increase from 2006. Truly impressive is the estimated turnout of more than 40,000 visitors, a quarter of whom are expected to come from the fair isle of Manhattan.
With such a grand event, though, how do you know where to go? What to see? Where to be?
On these pages you’ll find a little cheat sheet describing the lay of the land and detailing what’s
hot. Following that are interviews with five top New York gallerists who attend the fair every year
and have plenty of insight to impart. So whether you’re an ardent collector flying down on Larry’s
plane or a dabbler whose idea of fine art involves poker-playing dogs, you’re sure to find tips that
will enhance your ABMB experience.

THE MAIN FAIR
If you’re looking for younger and more experimental (read: less expensive) fare, head to the outlying areas of the Miami Beach Convention Center’s Halls A and D, where the Art Nova exhibits
are. Here you’ll find dealers who work with emerging to midcareer artists, and for Art Nova they
limit their selection to recent works by just three of the artists they represent.
You want superfunky? Look for the sign that says ART SUPERNOVA. New this year, Art
Supernova will feature 20 galleries in a collaborative environment—interconnected exhibition
space and shared facilities—presenting works on paper, videos, performances, books, and catalogs. (There’s also a cafeteria in the Supernova area, presumably with super cocktails.) Game for
more? Bop on over to Art Kabinett, where you’ll find 15 galleries with booths that include a
separate space for a “small curated exhibition” like a thematic installation or tribute.
The VIP preview of Art Nova, Art Supernova, and Art Kabinett is Wednesday, December 5,
from 5 to 8 P.M. for invited guests. Public show days are Thursday, December 6, through Sunday,
December 9, from noon to 8 P.M. (6 P.M. on the final day). Admission to the Convention Center is
$30 for one day/$45 for two. An evening ticket (after 5 P.M.) is $15.
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photographs courtesy of Engholm Engelhorn Gallery, Wien ( PORTRAIT

OF A CURTAIN );

Hauser & Wirth, Zürich, London ( SMALL

THINGS );

Xavier Hufkens, Bruxelles ( ANGER

BUMPS )
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FROM LEFT: Portrait of a Curtain by Drago Persic;
Work No. 567: Small Things by Martin Creed;
Anger Bumps by Erwin Wurm.

ON THE BEACH
Art Positions
On the beach is not at the Convention Center—and not to be
missed. In reality, Art Positions are just a bunch of old shipping containers, but 20 young galleries are selected every year
to convert them into public art spaces. The galleries enlist
avant-garde architects to design their “positions,” and the result
is très cool. This is often where you’ll find the most challenging
art, pushing concepts to the limit. The fact that the containers
are strewn across the beach makes it all the groovier.
Art Perform
Another denizen of the beachfront, Art Perform features
daily performances by internationally renowned artists.

OFF THE BEACH
Art Video Lounge
A good breather from the Convention Center, this lounge at
the Miami Beach Botanical Gardens hosts a comprehensive
program of contemporary video art. While here check out
Art Sound Lounge, presented by New York’s WPS1.org.

THE WYNWOOD ART DISTRICT
Many other ABMB offerings are outside South Beach, requiring a short road trip across Biscayne Bay to the Wynwood Art
District, and several are more than worth it.
Design/Miami is not to be missed if you love architecture
and interior design. This satellite fair, which also appears in
Basel proper, is a global forum celebrating all things design.
You’ll see pieces not found elsewhere, the best in limitededition, experimental, and historically significant works by
designers of every ilk. It takes place in the Miami Design
District, which is next door to Wynwood.
NADA (New Art Dealers Alliance) was started by New
York gallerist Zach Feuer and two friends several years ago
and uses a co-op model, with most of the dealers being relatively new to the business. Only the young and idealistic
could do it this way, and the energy they create has made
NADA extremely popular. It takes place at the Ice Palace
Studios in Wynwood.
Photo Miami features more than 20 international galleries
showing photography, video, and media. The venue is the
Soho Studios in Wynwood.

Pulse is a multicity fair that’s gaining serious ground.
Created to bridge the gap between behemoth shows like
ABMB and small quirky alternative fairs, Pulse is friendly
and intimate, yet has also begun to present significant works
by international galleries and artists. The fairs have become
so popular in both Miami and New York that a third has
been added in London. This year in Miami, Pulse will move
from the tent it occupied during the last two years to the
40,000-square-foot Soho Studios in Wynwood.
Scope doesn’t take place only in Miami; it has sister fairs at
other times of the year in New York, the Hamptons, Basel,
and London. In its fifth year, Scope is considered the original fair that introduced collectors to emerging artists. The
60,000-square-foot artist-designed pavilion is in Roberto
Clemente Park, in Wynwood. Shuttle buses run from several South Beach hotels and from Wynwood.

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS
A very special opportunity, and one you should not pass
up, is the chance to see several of the most important privately held contemporary art collections in the world.
Many of the country’s leading collectors open their homes
and warehouses to the fair’s ticket holders. The Rubell
family collection should be at the top of your list, and next
would be the Margulies and de la Cruz collections.
Others include the Ella Cisneros, Mora, Shack, and
Dacra/Aqua collections.

PARTIES, PARTIES, AND MORE PARTIES
I would be greatly remiss if I didn’t mention all the parties
that go on during ABMB. In fact, some wonder if the social
scene is starting to eclipse the art scene. Every year brings a
dizzying number of dinners, cocktail parties, pool parties,
parties with bands, book parties, corporate-sponsored
luncheons on yachts, hotel parties, afterparties, and afterafterparties. Having lived through the crush of several of
these ABMB soirées in the past, I’m reminded of Marc
Glimcher’s astute answer to the question: “What is your
favorite thing about the fair?” His (partially tongue-incheek) answer: “Leaving.”
For more information on Art Basel Miami Beach, visit
artbaselmiamibeach.com.
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Words

ART
of

HERE’S WHAT NEW YORK’S TOP
DEALERS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT ART
BASEL MIAMI BEACH.
—S.H.
A WORLD OF SUNDAYS
Sonnabend Gallery
Ileana Sonnabend was one of the most influential and successful art dealers of the 20th
century. She and the iconic Leo Castelli were a
formidable couple, but Sonnabend is perhaps
best known for introducing such artists as Andy
Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein to the European
market in the 1960s when she opened a gallery
in Paris. In 1970 she launched the Sonnabend
Gallery here in New York, which her son Antonio
Homem now runs (Sonnabend passed away in
October). We spoke with gallery assistant director Jason Ysenburg.
GOTHAM: Why do you continue to participate
in ABMB?
JASON YSENBURG: We go because we realize
that people go to art fairs to get an idea about
art in general, and our aim is to give as good an
idea as possible of what our tastes and interests
are. It’s also important to us that collectors are
able to follow the development of our artists
from event to event.
G: How has the fair changed over the years?
JY: There seems to be a larger public, but the
changes seem to be more in terms of the parties and social events. The Design/Miami Fair is
spectacular, and the smaller satellite fairs can
be very intriguing.
G: What do you think of the current state of
the art market?
JY: There’s an escalation of expectations that
becomes riskier and riskier, but it seems to be
part of the way the world is now.
Sonnabend Gallery, 536 West 22nd Street,
212-627-1018; sonnabendgallery.com.

Sonnabend
Gallery
JASON YSENBURG
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T
PICKING UP THE PACE
PaceWildenstein
The most charming couple working in art today has
to be Andrea and Marc Glimcher of the storied
PaceWildenstein gallery, started in 1960 by Marc’s
father, Arne Glimcher. Marc joined in 1985; in 1994,
Andrea Bundonis was hired to create an in-house
publicity/special events department. It was a perfect
match (she and Marc soon wed), and the gallery has
never been more successful.
GOTHAM: How is ABMB different from other fairs?
MARC GLIMCHER: Art Basel has the split personality we can relate to; it has this uncompromising
commitment to its programs, lectures, and everything that makes it a true cultural event. And it
spares no expense or effort in making the fair a
commercial success for everyone.
ANDREA GLIMCHER: With fairs in summer and
winter, it’s a topic of conversation all year long.
G: Which artists and pieces are you taking?
MG: We’ll be representing virtually all our artists,
but we’ll devote extra space to those we’ve just
started working with, such as Zhang Huan, Zhang
Xiogang, Thomas Nozkowski, and Richard Tuttle.
We’re also bringing some extraordinary things that
have just come to the market, including major
works by Agnes Martin, Donald Judd, Roy
Lichtenstein, and Sol LeWitt.
G: What should—and shouldn’t—be missed?
AG: Don’t miss the cappuccino in the NetJets
lounge.
MG: And don’t skip the Rubells, whatever you do.
It’s old-fashioned collecting at its best.
G: What’s the craziest thing you’ve seen happen?
MG: A fistfight between two collectors that broke
out over the sale of a Joel Shapiro. After that I
promised myself never to bring the last cast of a
sculpture to an art fair.
PaceWildenstein, 32 East 57th Street,
212-421-3292; pacewildenstein.com.

PaceWildenstein
ANDREA AND MARC GLIMCHER
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FEUER BURNS HOT

Zach Feuer
Gallery
ZACH FEUER

Zach Feuer Gallery
At only 29, Zach Feuer—whose gallery participates in ABMB’s Art Nova this year—has gone
from art school kid to titan of the art world with
incredible speed. Last year Art Review put him
on its prestigious “Power 100” list of creative
movers and shakers; The New York Times called
him one of the most important young gallerists
in the world; and New York magazine named
him one of the city’s most influential people.
Meeting the wunderkind at his Chelsea gallery,
though, is a refreshing experience in these
heady go-go days, as Feuer is friendly, easygoing, and unpretentious.
GOTHAM: How has ABMB changed over the
years?
ZACH FEUER: Now it seems to be more of an
all-city event, as opposed to just a show at the
convention center. With all the satellite fairs and
collector open houses, you can spend a week
doing things outside [the actual show].
G: Tell us about the New Art Dealers Alliance
(NADA) Fair, which you helped start.
ZF: I cofounded NADA with Sheri Pasquarella
and John Connelly. It’s a nonprofit association
for younger dealers that produces events to
help newer dealers. It’s a great fair to see, and
because of the co-op model, I find it unlike any
art event I’ve ever done. Everyone really seems
to work together. I thought about keeping my
gallery in the NADA Fair, but I think NADA will
be better if the top galleries move on and are
replaced by a batch of new dealers each year. It
keeps things fresh.
G: What’s the craziest thing you’ve seen happen at the fair?
ZF: One year I was showing a large box of obviously fake money by Justin Lieberman. On the
last day of the fair, a junkie snuck in, grabbed a
handful of fake money, and ran. It was the perfect conclusion for the piece.
G: What’s the secret to your rapid success?
ZF: Honestly, I was just really lucky and patient.
It’s been eight years since my first show. I made
sure I stayed excited about each project and
kept my overhead low.
Zach Feuer Gallery (LFL), 530 West 24th Street,
212-989-7700; lflgallery.com.
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THE OSCARS OF THE ART WORLD
Cheim & Read
Founded in 1997 by John Cheim and Howard
Read, this gallery represents the bluest of bluechip artists, like Arbus, Mapplethorpe, Fuss, and
Holzer. Cheim & Read’s exhibition openings are
legendary and always packed. For many artworld veterans, the gallery is a first stop when
looking for a new acquisition. I spoke to Adam
Sheffer, the charismatic and slightly mischievous director of the gallery.
GOTHAM: Is the party scene at ABMB eclipsing the art?
ADAM SHEFFER: The fair always has been and
always will be about the art and the artists. If
people want to have a good time along the way,
I certainly wouldn’t stop them. Just save a glass
for me!

Cheim
& Read
ADAM SHEFFER

G: Now that it’s become such a huge event,
what’s your purpose for attending—to sell, to
network?
AS: It’s about the promotion of art, artists, and
galleries that contribute to the cultural lay of
the land. Yes, it has grown significantly, but so
has the collector base.
G: What should—and shouldn’t—be missed?
AS: It’s Miami Beach—only a fool wouldn’t take a
dip in the ocean! And we could all live without
the Collins Avenue traffic at night.
G: Which satellite fairs are most interesting?
AS: While it may not count as a satellite fair,
don’t miss Art Positions. Some of the best ideas
are born here. Who can forget the hair salon
run by Mark Bradford’s mother and sister a few
years ago—and now he has a solo show at the
Whitney!
G: Do your artists attend, or would that be like
William Shatner showing up at a Star Trek
convention?
AS: Not at all. It’s closer to the red carpet at the
Oscars, except everyone’s in jeans and Jack
Rogers.
Cheim & Read, 547 West 25th Street,
212-242-7727; cheimread.com.
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Luhring Augustine Gallery

NATALIA MAGER SACASA AND VANESSA CRITCHELL
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STAUNCH (ARTISTIC) VALUES
Luhring Augustine Gallery
Founded in 1985 by Lawrence Luhring and Roland
Augustine, this gallery represents an international
roster of contemporary artists, and also specializes in
the resale of select works by big names like Picasso
and Pollock. It most recently made news by speaking
out about the quiet rivalry that’s been escalating for
years between dealers and auction houses that help
buyers flip pieces for a quick profit. We talked with
gallery codirectors Vanessa Critchell and Natalia
Mager Sacasa.
GOTHAM: What makes ABMB different?
NATALIA MAGER SACASA: Unlike others, this fair also
attracts analogous industries. That, plus the festival
atmosphere and the amazing amount of activity, create sensory overload! Everyone comes— collectors,
tons of young artists... and don’t forget the celebs!
G: What shouldn’t be missed?
VANESSA CRITCHELL: Attendees should see what’s
happening at MOCA [the Museum of Contemporary
Art , North Miami], and also visit NADA and the
private collections.
G: What do you think of the current state of the
art market?
NMS: The art market will be in danger when we
forget about the art, and I think that time is almost
upon us. I hope to maintain a bit of my idealism,
continue my critical thinking and support of innovative
ideas, and at all times be honest. If the price is high,
you must pose the question: Is it really worth it?
G: What’s the craziest thing you’ve seen happen at
the fair?
VC: We usually take loungelike chairs as our booth
furniture, and a rather elegant woman sat down in
one of them and promptly fell fast asleep. What do
you do? Wake them up and ask them to leave? It
was rather amusing.
G: Tell us about your decision to no longer work with
collectors who resell with auction houses.
NMS: I think this speaks to an essential quality that
we as art dealers are asking for: loyalty. As we’re
loyal to the artists, we look for loyal and responsible
clients who will help maintain a market over the long
haul. I think the overinflating of this art market is
going to be its demise. [G]
Luhring Augustine Gallery, 531 West 24th Street,
212-206-9100; luhringaugustine.com.
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